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3.2

Movement and Place

3.2.1

Movement Function

The movement function of a street is generally
described using a classification system, such
as a street hierarchy. This guide refers to street
hierarchy as follows (see Figure 3.3):
•
•
•

Arterial Streets
Link Streets
Local Streets

Table 3.1 illustrates how street/road hierarchies
contained within other relevant documents
are cross-referenced with the above.
The nature of this street hierarchy is well
understood. In general, greater levels of
connectivity are required between significant
destinations, particularly those generating or
attracting large volumes of traffic.

Designers must consider the Function of a
street/street network. In general, as the
movement function increases the street,
designers:
•

Should optimise the movement of public
transport.

•

Should cater for greater numbers of
pedestrians and cyclists.

•

May need to cater for higher volumes of
traffic.

This approach should have regard to
settlement size. For example an Arterial Street
through a city may have to cater for much
larger volumes of traffic than that in a village.

DMURS Description

Roads Act/
DN-GEO-03031

Traffic Management
Guidelines

National Cycle
Manual

Arterial

National

Primary Distributor
Roads

Distributor

Link

Regional
(see note 1)

District Distributor
Local Collector
(see Notes 1 and 2)

Local Collector

Local

Local

Access

Access

Notes
Note 1: Larger Regional/District Distributors may fall into the category of Arterial where they
are the main links between major centres (i.e. towns) or have an orbital function.
Note 2: Local Distributors may fall into the category of Local street where they are relatively
short in length and simply link a neighbourhood to the broader street network.
Table 3.1: Terminology used within this Manual compared with other key publications.
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Figure 3.3: FUNCTION AND THE IMPORTANCE OF MOVEMENT
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These are the major routes via
which major centres/nodes
are connected. They may
also include orbital or cross
metropolitan routes within
cites and larger towns.

These provide the links to
Arterial streets, or between
Centres, Neighbourhoods,
and/or Suburbs.

These are the streets that
provide access within
communities and to Arterial
and Link streets.

